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To say that King Xiaoyao is a turbulent tsunami that can destroy everything
in the world, then Lin Ziming is a huge rocky mountain.
At this moment, King Xiaoyao also felt that Lin Ziming was too stable. He
had become a mountain linked to the earth. It was still made of steel, and it
was impossible to impact!
It is said that the time is too late. From Xiaoyao King’s attack to Lin
Ziming’s counterattack, it is only a momentary thing. If it is really
calculated by time, it is only a matter of zero and one second. It is almost
here. To the extent that the strong innate realm can’t react!
With a bang, Lin Ziming didn’t dodge this time, but collided with Xiaoyao
Wang Peng without any reservation!
There was a huge movement that was super invincible. At the center of their
collision, the air was almost bursting, the air was torn apart, and an
extremely harsh sound was made. That sound was like being beaten in hell.
It had to be turned out, countless evil spirits appeared and turned into a
Shura field.
Those who were watching the live broadcast were shocked when they heard
these sounds, and many people were shocked to fall off their chairs.
Especially the movement caused by them, that kind of powerful oppressive
force, made some powerful people who are not realm enough, and many
people still flashed to the side, thinking that they would really be affected.
In fact, this live broadcast is too real.
They dare not imagine what the situation would be if they were on the scene,
and they would definitely be hit by the fish!
In addition to these, at the feet of Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao King, the earth
couldn’t directly withstand the collision of the two of them, and there was a
huge crack where they stood!
There was a rumbling sound in the entire land, and a three-meter-long crack
opened, spreading for several kilometers!
“hiss……”
Those strong men on earth saw this scene, and many people even took a
breath and were deeply shocked.
Is this movement really something human can make?
Even many half-step masters of the God Realm, after seeing this scene, felt
their scalp numb and gasped.
The same is half-step through the gods, but the gap between them and Lin
Ziming and Xiaoyao King is too huge!
Not to mention them, even those masters of the God-passing Realm, are
now deeply shocked.
“The strength of these two people has reached this level! They are only
half-step through the divine realm. If they swallow the fruit and return to the
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earth, what a terrifying existence?”
This was the exclamation of a master of the realm of God, and at the same
time, there was strong fear and fear in his pupils!
Although he is a master of the God-passing realm, he would not have put
any masters under the God-passing realm in his eyes, but now he has
watched the battle between Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao King, and he never had
this anymore. Kind of idea!
It is true that Lin Ziming and King Xiaoyao are too powerful and too
enchanting. Even if he is, in front of these two people, they will only be
beaten, and they will be beaten very miserably!
It’s just that he couldn’t figure out why he had such a terrifying strength to
pass through the divine realm in half a step!
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